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Summer in Stanley
Sweet mother of Moses! Time is flying by so quickly that we are already over
half-way through 2018. And to boot, it seems like just yesterday that I started
as Pastor at Stanley Baptist and August 1 makes it a full year that I have been
your Pastor. There are several things that I wanted to say about where we are
right now and what we need to remember moving forward.
1. We are growing, whether we see a huge impact or small impact we have
growth in people coming as well as growth in our hearts.

“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit
has come on you, and you will be My witnesses
in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to
the ends of the earth.” ACTS 1:8

Ministry Teams
I’ve made a comment before that we
need people to help out. We still need
people to help out.

2. No matter the size, large or small, we can do mighty things for God as long
as we listen to His guidance and put His goals first and at the forefront of all
we do.

No matter where you are in your life I
guarantee you there is something you
can do here at Stanley Baptist. If you
are willing and your heart is open God
will use you.

3. We need to be committed to the journey that we are on at Stanley Baptist.
Sometimes this journey for growth and making an impact on our community
goes quickly, and other times it moves epicly slow.

There is a sad saying in churches
everywhere. “10% of the people do
90% of the work”.

4. When we are in a growth stage there will be growing pains. That means we
will have times where things are hectic and there are times when our growth
seems to be overwhelming and other times there will be an obvious place for
more growth. Growth is a process and always remember, spiritual growth
always comes before physical growth.

Sadly, this saying seems to play out
in churches all over the world. Let’s
do our best to break this statistic and
serve where and when we can.

5. Have fun with all we do...having fun means we will have love and joy in our
hearts and actions. If you ever feel overwhelmed please talk to me, a deacon,
or a friend and let them be a shoulder to lean on. Remember, everyone gets tired and burnt out from time to time. Do not let it get so bad that the love and
joy within your heart decreases. When that happens you’re doing yourself no
good and you are not doing any good for those around you.
6. Always maintain a good prayer life. Prayer will help us in all things.
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Let God bless you in serving your
church, your brothers and sisters in
Christ, your community, and your
God.
If you have an idea that might be
something the Outreach Team can
use please reach out to them to let
them know. Emily Reed is chairing
the committe, so see her about getting
involved--even if it is just with a suggestion of something you might think
would be a good idea for the Outreach
Team. Pray for them as they work for
us as a church and serve God in this
endeavor.

PASTORS CORNER
I wanted to take this time to talk a little
about the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship Annual Gathering that I attended
in Dallas, Texas in June. I attended the
Annual Gathering for the specific purpose of learning what exactly was going
on in the CBF in regard to the Illumination Project and the hiring practices
of the CBF.
While I was there I was guaranteed
without a shadow of a doubt that at this
time the CBF WILL NOT be hiring
anyone from the LBGTQ community to
be missionaries in the field or anyone
in supervisory roles for missionaries
in the field. At this time they will only
allow members of the LBGTQ community serve in administrative roles.
Knowing that I can only say what my
impressions were about what I saw at
the CBF Annual Gathering and my experiences and conversations with those
people in attendence. I attended a
breakfast for Welcoming and Affirming
churches and those in support of Welcoming and Affirming churches. Those
who knew me there actually asked me if
I knew that they were having the breakfast for those supporting the LBGTQ
community being in ministry roles and
accepted in churches as they are.
I told them that I knew full and well
what the breakfast was for and that
I wanted to attend to network and
talk to people. There were several
things I saw and learned while at this
breakfast. First, I saw members of the
LBGTQ community walking in with
their partners hand in hand and proud
to be attending this breakfast. I also
saw others walking in proudly wearing
stickers on their name badges showing

their support for the LBGTQ community with rainbow stickers or 100%
stickers with rainbow colored letters.
All of these people were attending to
openly show their support of LBGTQ
in the CBF mission field as well as in
CBF member churches.
There I met the first homosexual ordained minister that I have ever met. I also
met several lesbian ministers as well, all
there to support the LBGTQ cause in
the CBF. This breakfast was filled with
speeches from only gay ministers and
lay speakers. From that podium I heard
Jesus referred to as Queer and many
statements about the bigotry displayed
against the LBGTQ community by all
those who were not in support of their
stance with the CBF or for Welcoming
and Affirming churches.
Overall, the breakfast was good and I
was able to talk to many people--most
all of these were within the LBGTQ
community. However, everyone I
talked to was heavily guarded with their
speech and seemed to wait for me to
open up that “can of worms” and begin
the debate that they were all too familiar
with.
While I did not start a debate, I did ask
them directly to explain only the New
Testament passages that referred to
homosexuality and sexual perversions,
and how they were able to reconcile
their stance with those passages.
Not one person I spoke to was able to
do that. Every person that I spoke to
referred me to pamphlets or books that
they said answered the questions I had.
Even though I explained that I was not
trying to argue, but to understand, their

stances were all the same. Even when
I told them that I felt that they should
have a response that answered my
question, after all the church is founded
on Apologetics (a defense of the faith),
their answers remained the same.
No matter the phrasing, none were
able to get into a direct answer to that
question. This was even when I told
them I wanted to undestand, and that if
I was wrong I was willing to listen and
change; and in fact, I would be one of
their greatest advocates if I was wrong.
No sufficient answer ever came.
I also attended a Q&A session with the
members of the Illumination Project
where I thought there was going to
be an open forum for questions from
the floor. That, however, was not what
this would be. There were a number of
questions asked that were pre-written
and only two questions came from the
floor in roughly the last ten minute left
in the meeting.
One of those questions would not even
be addressed in the forum, but after,
due to the question falling outside the
parameters given for the questions.
The second was from what I assumed
was a gay minister in reference to the
mission field. The question was how he
was to respond if he had a gay youth decide he wanted to be a CBF missionary
and what his response should be. The
answer was simple, they cannot serve
as a missionary in the CBF and if they
wanted to serve a mission they needed
to seek another way to be a missionary,
because at this time no person from the
LBGTQ community would be allowed
to be a missionary for the CBF.
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Again, the panel before us in the
forum re-emphasized the CBF’s
stance to the LBGQT community
and those within it’s desire to serve
in the mission field.
When questions came about the
funds given by churches who did not
support the LBGQT community or
Welcoming and Affirming churches
we were told that we could designate
our funds to Global Missions and not
one cent of our designated donations
would go to pay salaries for adminstrative personnel that could include
persons within the LBGQT community or Welcoming and Affirming
churches.
However, if the budget for Global
Missions is met, funds above and beyond the budget could be funneled to
other CBF budget items. The issue
that comes into play is the designated
funds, they will always stay wherever they are designated to. So if we

at Stanley Baptist give to the CBF
and designate funds to go to Global
Missions that is where those funds
will stay.
We would only be indirectly supporting other budget items in the event
that the Global Missions budget is
met, which has not been the case
in the past several budget years. If
they ever make budget though, any
non-designated funds can be funneled to whatever budget item the CBF
sees fit.
So sadly there are no easy answers
as it pertains to the CBF. I do not
feel that we should withdraw from
the CBF at this point, but feel that
there will be a constant push for total
inclusion of the LGBQT community
in the CBF. When the time comes,
we should always reserve the right to
withdraw our membership from the
CBF if ever they conduct themselves
outside of our comfort zones.

For us as a church, we have to remain
open and loving to all people regardless of whatever their sexual orientation. There is a strong difference
being open and loving to all people
vs. being welcoming and affirming to
the LGBQT community.
Understand what I am saying; we are
not the church if we start closing the
doors to people. However, we must
stand on the firm foundation that all
people sin and that only acceptance
of Jesus Christ and repentance of sin
is the true way to the Father.
Repentance must be inward and
outward toward all sin and not just
those we choose. In this we must
stand, and only in this will we be
the church God commands. Please
talk to me about any questions you
might have and I hope this answers
some questions you might have with
the CBF, the Annual Gathering, and
their hiring practices.

Sermons for the Quarter
We have been listing the sermons for the Quarter here so you can have an idea of what we will be discussing in the coming weeks. This way, you can go ahead and read the scripture references and be better prepared to receive the Word.
However, we are starting to do a childrens message incorporated with the sermons. Pastor Jason is still compiling
them so we will not have those listed this quarter.
The youth committee and Pastor Jason decided the first part of July to make this change so we were not able to get the
sermons ready in time for the newsletters printing.
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Happenings You Need to Know About
Help Wanted: As I said earlier, we need as many people that can to help in the ministries of Stanley Baptist
Church. If you have breath in your body God has a
purpose for you. Never feel like you cannot do something
because if God calls you He will give you the ability.
Please see someone with the Nominating Committee
or Pastor Jason if you feel led to need. Let’s change that
statistic of 10% of the people doing 90% of the work!

yone will enjoy, but that also will be a form of outreach to
the community. We always have ideas, but those ideas are
not your ideas!
If any of you have suggestions on movies, games, music,
or whatever activities you think would be a fun opportunity for our church and community please let us know.

Pastor’s Office Hours:
Thursday
10AM-12PM; 1 PM- 3 PM; 6 PM-8 PM
If you need to make an appointment with Pastor Jason
please use these contact methods to reach out and set
something up.
Email: pastor@stanleybaptist.org
Office: (540) 778-1037
Cell/Text: (540) 462-7180
In the event Pastor Jason cannot be available during the
posted office hours he will let you know as best he can.
With Pastor Jason’s reovery from surgery these times are
going to be a little different because of this. If you plan on
stopping in please call just to ensure that he is available.
Thanks.
Church Movie Night: We are doing a movie night at the
church on July 20 at 7PM. The movie I Can Only Imagine will be shown and we hope you all can make it out. If
you cannot but would still like to see the movie please see
Pastor Jason about borrowing the churches copy of the
movie on BluRay or DVD.
Church Activties: Is there something you would like
to see our church do, or an activity you think would be
fun? If so, please reach out to someone on the Outreach
Committee or see Pastor Jason.
We want to ensure that we are having activities that ever-
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STANLEY BAPTIST CHURCH
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“Now to Him who is able to do above
and beyond all that we ask or think
according to the power that works
in us--to Him be glory in the church
and in Christ Jesus to all generations, forever and ever. Amen.”
Ephesians 3:20-21

OFFICE: 1 (540) 778-1037
CHURCH PHONE: 1 (540) 778-5101
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PASTOR: REV. JASON T. POWELL
PASTOR@STANLEYBAPTIST.ORG

